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. Abstract
The basic results from the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE'S) NonProliferation Experiment ( W E ) for seismic signal generation are that the source function for a chemical explosion is equivalent to that of a nuclear explosion of about twice the yield and that the seismic moment measurements are consistent between freefield, local, and regional measurements. In addition, evidence was found that Pn in the Basin and Range proMnce of the western United States is a turning ray and is simply proportional to the source function while the transfer functions for Pg and Lg are low-pass in nature.
Infroduction
The NPE was a comprehensive end-to-end experiment involving two chemical explosions with measurements taken at all stages. The first explosion was 300 Ib of a very efficient military compound called C4. The second was 2,846,000 Ib of an ammonium nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO) mixture, a relatively inefficient explosive requiring more than a kiloton of it to produce an explosion with an energy release of 1 kiloton. The small explosion was detonated first, after which the emplacement chamber for the large one was excavated so that the center of the large shot was co-located with that of the small one ( Figure 1 ). Seismic recordings of the small explosion provided empirical Green's functions for later use in analyzing the kiloton explosion. Measurements were made of the second explosion in the free field, on the mesa surface, and locally off the mesa.
The NPE comprised extensive measurements of the all associated phenomenology by many different groups. For explosion phenomenology research, measurements were made of (1) the hydrodynamic motion within the explosive, (2) the particle velocity and acceleration within and outside of the :&re 1. After the 300-lb explosion was fired, the cavity or the I-kt explosion was excavated. The center of the _;mall shot was also the center of the large one.
nonlinear ground motion regime, and (3) of the ground motion on the mesa surface at local, regional, and teleseismic distances. For on-site inspection research, measurements were made of (1) the electromagnetic pulse, (2) the electrical self-potential, (3) tracer gasses released within the cavity, and (4) aftershocks. In addition, overhead imagery was acquired before and after the explosion. This paper focuses on the results from the ground motion measurements.
The location for the NPE was chosen to facilitate a comparison of the chemical explosion with nuclear ones. An N-tunnel site provided the best opportunity because of the many previous nearby Defense Nuclear Agency experiments. Both the Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories have made freefield measurements on many of these experiments with permanently emplaced gages, many of which were reused in this experiment. These kinds of measurements were required in order to determine the seismic source function. Frequency (Hz) Figure 3 . Three techniques for determining the source spectral shape are shown here: reduced velocity potentials (RVP) calculated from freefield data, moment rate tensor inversion of surface seismic measurements, and empirical Green's functions using surface seismic measurements of both the 300-lb and I-kt explosions. The shapes are consistent. Also shown is the static isotropic moment from regional data. While the other techniques are limited by noise and multiple arrivals, the trend of these techniques at law frequencies is seen to be consistent with the long-period data.
about 0.3 of critical. These results were obtained by stacking all the components from 16 accelerometers. Such a low degree of damping results in a peak (overshoot in the time domain) in the source function's spectrum with an amplitude of nearly twice that of the zero frequency value. With the parameters given above, the second-order model was evaluated and relative reduced-velocity potential amplitudes of the first arrival at each station were found. These amplitudes are plotted in Figure 4 . The two closest stations are much higher than the mean of the others. One possible explanation for this is that these two stations are within the nonlinear motion regime. If this explanation is true, then the elastic radius is between 228 and 384, which is the ranges of the second and third closest gages to the explosion. The reduced acceleration potentials on either side of the presumed elastic radius are shown in Figure 5 , which shows the pulse to have a damped sinusoidal form. That the reduced acceleration potential becomes proportional to the radial stress very close the explosion is well known. So the radial stress must also have a damped sinusoidal form. The seismic source function for the chemical explosion was found to be identical to that of a nuclear one of nearly twice the yield [ll. In Figure 2 , the spectrum of the NPE source function derived from freefield data is compared with that a nearby nuclear explosion. Local and regiond estimates of source spectra were also found to be consistent with freefield data [l, 21. The same is true for local and regional data [1,21. Figure 3 shows that all estimates of spectral shape and isotropic moment are in good agreement. Spectral estimates from freefield and two kinds surface measurements, moment tensor and empirical Green's functions, have very nearly the same shape up to about 10 Hz. Similarly, moment estimates from freefield, surface, and regional measurements show good agreement. While the surface and freefield measurements do not overlap in frequency with the regional measurements, the long-period moment is consistent with the trend in the shorter-period data. The freefield estimates are contaminated at long periods by reflections arriving late in the signal, and the surface moment tensor inversion is contaminated at long periods by noise; So the short-period results from the freefield and surface measures are consistent with the longer-period regional estimate. Further analysis of the freefield data shows that the seismic source function can be well modeled by a second-order differential equation [3] characterized by a corner frequency at about 3 Hz and a damping coefficient of ..
Given an estimate of the elastic radius, the above conclusion can be demonstrated. Normalized radial stresses were computed as in [4] for presumed elastic radii of 250 and 350 m. The results are shown in Figure 6 , where both cases are seen to be a damped sinusoid, not just a decaying exponential superimposed upon a step function as assumed by [SI.
If additional data is.analyzed in a similar manner and a low damping factor is found to be typical, then [6] may have been at least partially right about the overshoot in the explosion source function being the reason for the success of the Ms:mb discrimination. Earthquakes are believed not to have such an overshoot so this difference could be a contributing factor to the success of this discriminant.
SOURCE FUNCTION RELATIONSHIP TO PN, PG, AND LG
In Figure 7 the spectra of the Pn arrivals for the NPE and for the Bristol experiment are compared with the spectra of the source functions. In both cases they are good replications of the source function. In Bristol's case, the source function was determined by the empirical Green's function approach of firing a small chemical charge very close to the nuclear one [7] . Two 100-lb charges . Pn spectra are compared with the source spectra for both the NPE and the Bristol experiment. In'Bristol's case, the source function was found by the empirical Green's function technique. In both cases, the Pn spectra have the same shape as the source spectra.
were fired in a small-diameter borehole 15 m from the emplacement hole and approximately 46 and 60 m below Bristol's shot depth. In the NPE's casq.the small charge was right at the NPE' s center [21. Such good agreement in spectral shape is evidence that the Pn arrivals are really turning rays, as many investigators. have suspected, and are simply proportional to the source function.
In contrast to the above results, Figure 8 shows that Lg is not a good replication of the source function and, while not shown here, neither is Pg. The source function has been normalized to overlay the Lg spectra at low frequencies. Both Lg and Pg excitation functions are seen to be a low-pass version of the source function.
ENERGY COUPLING -
The main' difference between chemical and nuclear explosions is in the efficiency of coupling energy into the ground. The chemical explosion is much more efficient in this respect. Estimates of the equivalent nuclear yield ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 kt [8,9, and 101. This result has been explained by finiteelement calculations [ll] . In Figure 9 , the results of such a calculation are given. In this figure, the final value of the scaled reduced displacement potential is plotted Frequency (Hz) Figure 8 . Lg spectra are compared with the source spectra for both the NPE and Bristol. As in Figure 7 , Bristol's source function was found by the empirical Green's function technique. In both cases, the Lg spectra do not have the same shape as the source spectra. Instead, they appear to be a low-pass version of the source function. AIthough not shown, Pg was also found to be a low-pas version of the source function.
I
as a function of the initial scaled cavity radius. For the fully tamped chemical and nuclear cases, the ratio 'is about 1.7, which is consistent with the observations. The differences in the initial energy densities mean that the burned gases from chemical explosions have more mass and more momentum to impart to the surrounding rock than do the vaporized metal and rock gases in a nuclear explosion. Therefore, a chemical explosion couples more energy in the ground than does a nuclear one.
In summary, the Non-Proliferation Experiment provided a broad variety of insights into the physics of Comprehensive Tesf Ban Treaty monitoring problems. Some of the seismic results to date are (1) a chemical explosion couples more energy into the ground than a nucIear one of the same yield, (2) the NPE has a strong peak in its source spectrum corresponding to a large overshoot in the time domain and to a damped sinusoidal radial stress superimposed upon a much smaller step function, and (3) the Pn wavelet is proportional to the source function but Pg and Lg wave trains are not. . 10
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Scaled cavity radius (rnlktlB) Figure 9 . The scaled static value of the reduced displacement potential (proportional to the seismic moment) is plotted against explosions. This calculation was made by [9] . For the case of a fully tamped nuclear explosion and a fully tamped chemical, e. g., no void spaces in the emplacement cavity, the ratio of two signals is about 1.7, fully in agreement with the observations.
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the initial scaled cavity size for both chemical and nuclear
